Human cortical 40 Hz rhythm is closely related to EMG rhythmicity.
We recorded cortical neuromagnetic rhythms during self-paced index-finger movements from a subject previously reported to show prominent 40 Hz electroencephalographic activity during motor behavior. The 10 and 20 Hz components of the rolandic mu rhythm were bilaterally suppressed, whereas the contralateral 40 Hz (35-41 Hz) activity was slightly enhanced before both fast and slow movements and strongly enhanced during slow movements. The 40 Hz rhythm originated mainly in the hand motor cortex and was clearly correlated with the rhythmicity of the electromyogram from the extensor muscles, with a systematic time lag. In this subject motor preparation, and especially control of finger movements, may thus be associated with enhanced cortical rhythms near 40 Hz. The coherence of these rhythms with muscular firing patterns likely reflects communication between the sensorimotor cortex and the motor units.